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+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Accessories
+ Various PLC-/Panel-connection-cable

+ iBx-PLC cable

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

SMS Email with LOGO!

Send of all kinds of SMS-messages controlled by the LOGO!-Control



Passive PoE

You dont want to power ALF with 24V DC because you have in your network PoE
"Power over Ethernet" in use. No problem, ALS provides passive PoE, this means he can
be powered with the not used cables of the lan-cable with 12V DC. You dont need
additional the 24V DC.
 Attention:Dont connect a PoE-cable to a lan-client which dont provides PoE! The device
could be damaged!

Remote maintenance of centralized PLC-devices

You have many PLC and you want to programm them central on one place? No problem,
you have to connect them all to the KOR/MUX-Tele-Switch, connect it with the TP-II and
after telephone connect you will be able with the PD-bus-selection of your Step5-software
to go ONLINE. Of course the MOR/MUX-Tele-Switch is cascadable, so you can connect
up to 30 PLCs to the devices.



Actual data of S5/S7-PLC in Excel-file

Logging of workflows, recording of operating states, archiving of process data, all of
these requirements can be handled with "PLC data in Excel".
 You create a template-file in Excel, enter special keywords as placeholders for PLC-data
such as flags, timers, counters, I/O and the connection-parameters and save the file as a
template for the tool. The tool runs on a Windows compatible PC and polls the defined
controller. As soon as the trigger event occurs, the configured PLC-data is read out and
entered in the template file instead of the placeholder and saved under a specified
file-name in the specified directory.
 It is also possible to communicate with controllers without a network-interface via
S7-LAN (with S7-200/300/400) or S5-LAN++ (with S5-90U to 155U).
 A corresponding Excel-file for each trigger event.

To switch a MESSI-output via SMS

Switching an output via SMS is an integrated function of the MESSI. Herewith the
switching operation will be secure and comprehensible from afar.



Detect and alarm Profinet burglary

Recognize cable breakage, contact problems and line faults.
Retransmissions and failures are logged and reported.
Early acting before total failure of the participant.

S7-1200/1500 to S5

Coupling S7-controller with PN-port at S5-controller with PD-port via network


